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Woes and Blessings

At age 35 Kate Bowler, a professor at Duke’s Divinity School, received a phone call from her
Dr.’s office. Answering the phone she heard her physician's assistant tell her, very matter of
factly, that she had stage 4 colon cancer. And needed to come to the hospital right away so she
could begin treatment and undergo surgery. As Kate walked across campus and into the doors
of the intake office at Duke’s Emergency Department. It was as if her life had suddenly and
ferociously come crashing down all around her. After nearly a decade of studying and writing on
the culture and beliefs of the Prosperity Gospel. An entire community of people dedicated to the
belief that we live within a spiritual universe that is fair for those of us who practice and hold a
certain kind of faith. And that by dedicating our lives to Jesus Christ we might find salvation from
disease, poverty and all the uncertainties and suffering that plague this life. Kate came to find
herself, the mother of a young toddler, wife of a wonderful husband, owner of a single family
home in a suburban neighborhood, on her way to tenure at a prestigious seminary. Now being
stripped of everything she had worked for. As she took off her new crisp blazer and traded it in
for an old dingy hospital gown.

As we hear our passage from Luke today known as Jesus’ Gospel on the Plain. Between all the
blessings and the woes, we are met with a seeming dichotomy. Blessed are you who are poor,
hungry, sorrowful, and hated? And woe to you who are rich, fulfilled, joyous, and adored? We
might be apt to say, “Wait, what. Hold the phone Jesus.” That doesn’t seem right. In fact that
seems utterly ludacris and completely nonsensical. But, maybe that’s the point. I mean this is all
coming from a man who a few verses earlier, we are told, was walking around with Divine power
flowing out of him. I imagine, like the cloud of glitter that flows forth from my daughter’s sparkly
princess tutu. Undiscerning of where it lands. Beautifully revealing, how God’s desire to heal us
and make us whole has nothing to do with our own merit or worth. Instead, it has everything to
do with the Divine’s pure and unadulterated love for God's creation. And ultimately grace for our
human condition.

As Kate laid in her hospital bed that evening, following a four hour surgery. Having barely even
processed the shock of a stage 4 colon cancer diagnosis at 35. After, the onslaught of bereaved
and bewildered family members and loved ones had crowded in and then filed out of her room.
Seeking some form of clarity for what the heck was going on. She caught the attention of the Jr.
resident on call. And, as he was checking her vitals. She looked up at him and said “Um...No
one has told me yet if I am going to live. And, I am wondering if you could answer some of my
questions for me.” In one of the most intimate conversations of her life, the medical student told
her, “you likely have a 14% chance of survival.” Turning to walk out of the room, Kate stopped
him, “Wait! What does survival mean.” “Oh, that means 2 years,” he said.

As we hear Jesus’ laundry list of woes and blessings, it feels like a judgment, maybe even
advice. But, I wonder if it’s simply an observation about the truth of our mortal condition. Not a
sorting of good from bad. Or even a formula for how to live. But, an acknowledgement of the



pattern of human life. As he makes clear, from the level place on which he meets them. The
truth, that in this life we move from woes to blessings, and back and forth, again and again. We
are all woeful and we are blessed. And, it is on this level ground that we can find the sacredness
in our shared human condition. Acknowledging that we woefully can not avoid the pain of this
world or life. But, we can find joy and beauty and meaning in our ability to stand in it all,
blessings and woes alike, together.

It would seem as though Kate should have given up on God. I mean everything she studied,
learned, and wrote about in her time within communities and churches dedicated to the
prosperity gospel had suddenly been proven defunct. Rightly, Kate could have felt as though
she was sinking below the weight of all the pain and agony that comes from facing a stage 4
colon cancer diagnosis at 35. And while there were times she felt herself slipping away. In the
midst of the fear and pain, she “felt like she was floating, floating on the love and prayers of all
who hummed around (her) like worker bees, bringing notes and flowers and warm socks and
quilts embroidered with words of encouragement.” As the members of her community, “came in
like priests and mirrored back to (her) the face of Jesus.”

So much, it seems, that we want to live our best life now. That the world even expects it from us.
But what about the pains we have been through in the past and the challenges we will face in
the future? Today, as we hear Jesus’ list of woes and blessings we are being invited to
something quite different than what the world expects or even offers. As Jesus challenges us to
recognize that, as much as we might like to deny it, or hide from it, or even rally against it, woes
are part of the journey. And so too are blessings. When we can begin to accept the fact that we
all experience woes in this life we can begin to see more clearly how much we need one
another. And, more so we can begin to lean into the blessings that this life, our God, and one
another seek to bestow upon us. Kate has now been living with terminal cancer for six years.
And as she reflects on how this journey has changed her, she states that “while it has been a
long stretch of a lot of sorrow.” There have also been so many moments of “ridiculous joy”. As
loved ones, caregivers, and even strangers have made space for her. Honoring her humanity in
the midst of her frailty. In a way that revealed to her, she is enough. We are enough. And
allowing her to experience, how in this life, “pain can carve out of you spaces that joy can then
fill.” It is here in this space that we can see how Jesus calls us to find truth, and beauty, and
meaning on the level plain. Truth in the fact that we belong to one another. Beauty in the
procerity of this life that knits us together. And, meaning as we acknowledge the woes, making
more space to take in and give away all the blessings of this life.


